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MAtch to Victory

DisclAimER
This document is provided for informational purposes
only and is subject to change at any time. It does not
constitute financial advice or a recommendation for
the technology mentioned within.

We see a world in which various Metaverses are
interconnected. A world where every participant
is an athlete, competing and building at the same
time. A world where the game passion resembles
the one from our childhood, and unites us into joy.
Driven by our emotions and passions for gaming
and state-of-the-art technology, we aim to
inspire and make games and earn a lifestyle.

Our mission is to systematically raise the standard
of gaming experience using blockchain technology
and world-class graphics. To help people play, enjoy,
experiment and maximize their success by earning
sustainably. Our goal is to embark millions of people into
the blockchain gaming ecosystem by creating a playto-earn game with the highest player retention and
engagement level in the industry. We will reinvent the
play to earn gaming by making it fun and entertaining.
#playtoearnjoy
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ExEcuTivE
SummARy
Puzzles Crusade is a Match 3 RPG for iOS and
Android with Play-2-Earn Mechanics built
on Solana Blockchain. The game features an
interactive economic and strategic Metaverse
created to explore and conquire the ingame
world. It offers a sophisticated gameplay featuring
multiple actions players need to take in order to
build hero teams, and create a thriving civilization.
Puzzles Crusade is inspired by the most famous
and successful Mobile RPGs of all time, including
Empires and Puzzles, World of Warcraft, Diablo
2, Final Fantasy 6, The Witcher series, but this
time built with true player ownership and
decentralization in mind!
Zugzwang Labs intends to develop the Puzzles
Crusade by eventually becoming a full scale
Metaverse. Being a combination of an unique
gameplay, a wide range of digital assets and an
ecosystem built to increase the long-term value of
NFTs and our governance token.
Puzzles Crusade aims to become the next major
success story in the Metaverse space.

PRoDuct
MARkeT FiT

From the very beginning, the
standard paradigm of most NFT
games had become uninteresting,
and lacking in utility with failed
tokenomic models: Buy a digital
asset, own it, “hodl” it and hope
it appreciates in value in some
indefinite future.

We feel there is a lot of unknown
and a kaleidoscope of emotions
to be lived. That is why Puzzles
Crusade offers the possibility to
use the intrinsic value of NFTs their utility. You play with them
in the actual game. Puzzles
Crusade is not just a game, it is a
continuous process to establish
an emotional connection by
consistently intriguing and
rewarding, all the way through the
player’s journey inside the game.

This means the majority of
games are designed for
speculating purposes, not for
the joy of playing them.

Ownership is a vital aspect of
the Puzzles Crusade. If you don’t
own your collection, the entire
universe of value falls apart. Some

Lately, a lot of Play to Earn (P2E)
games were announced by
various developers. It is a trend
appeared during the last two
years in the crypto space.

businesses as digital media and
entertainment have struggled
over time to succeed in this area,
but the tangible assets, like card
games, have stood the test of
time. Now we have the NFTs, which
are crypto tokens representing a
verifiable unique entity.
By having, earning, and
exchanging unique, rare, stunning,
and in-game useful NFTs,
players will not only enjoy
the game but will keep
the interest to grow
and expand in order
to convert the value and
reward themselves in real life.

GAmEFi And BlockchAin
TEchnology
GameFi mechanics developed
a lot over the last 24 months,
seeing impressive growth and
huge development. There
are hundreds of GameFi
projects gaining traction today
representing billions of USD
in value. A lot of projects have
emerged, and a huge number
of announcements were made,
but not so many are here to stay.
Sustainability can be assured
only by adding tangible value.

There are currently no Match3 RPG mobile game titles
with high-quality special effects in an immersive world
RPG built-in GameFi. Puzzles Crusade merges gaming and
cryptocurrency in a unique synergy that brings together
crypto enthusiasts, dedicated gamers, and the curious techsavvy public.

Puzzles Crusade gaming
economy provides the best
fusion between crypto/
blockchain/DAO enthusiasts
and gamers looking for open
access without centralization
or corporate control and
interference.

With the distributed system technique referred to as Optimistic
Concurrency Control Solana boasts a transaction throughput
of 50,000 TPS. Coupled with a Proof of History (PoH) model
for consensus, Solana can achieve 710,000 TPS on a standard
gigabyte network. This is 100 times faster than Ethereum’s 20
TPS. With over 1000+ validators distributed across the planet,
Solana’s network is both secure and decentralized.

The development of Puzzles Crusade will be integrated
within the Solona blockchain. With numerous game modes
and features within our game, the importance of a fast,
reliable, and affordable blockchain integration is paramount.
With the resources and building tools Solana offers, Puzzles
Crusade will have the confidence to continue developing
and expanding.

moRE on
solAnA
Solana offers the tools and
resources developers require to
build games featuring the sort of
rich player experience that modern
gamers have become accustomed
to. For a game house to develop
a game that people actually want
to play, developers require good
tools. If they wish to design and
implement intricately detailed
systems and complex economies
that operate in near-real time
while also living on the blockchain,
Solana is the first and best
option. This is because Solana has
integrated several technologies,
including Sealevel, Gulf Stream,
and Turbine, which together ensure
blockchain-based game developers
are not forced to choose between
speed and complexity.

From the standpoint of developers
and users alike, Solana’s affordable
transaction fees offer obvious
advantages over Ethereum. The average
Solana transaction currently costs USD
0.00005 — a tiny fraction of a cent.
The affordability of fees on the Solana
network facilitates deeper and more
robust on-chain integration. For a game
to be truly blockchain-based, robust
and affordable on-chain integration
is a basic requirement. At the present
moment, only Solana offers solutions
that allow game developers to meet
both of these requirements. As Solona’s
technology advances and improves,
the network will retain the capacity to
support billions of users. This will ensure
games built on Solana will remain
affordable to play, even as adoption
continues to accelerate.

RoAdmAP

gEnEsis
We start by building our community and announcing our vision to
the blockchain gaming world. We set in motion our goal by launching
high-quality art which will set us apart from the crowd.
Community Building
Genesis Heroes pre-Sale
Genesis Heroes Sale
Giveaways, Quests and Collabs
Game and Token Whitepaper 1.0

Q2
2022
Q3
2022

Q4
2022

Q1

2023

Q2-Q4
2023

Big BAng
Revealing the game demo with all mechanics and gameplay details as proof of
concept. Building forward by collecting feedback from our community. Our holders
get passive income from their NFTs and free NFT airdrops which will
allow them to be the first players to test the game.
Playable Game Alpha Demo
Genesis Hero Staking
Artifacts Airdrop
Marketplace Launch

Q2
2022

Q3
2022

Q4
2022

Q1

2023

Q2-Q4
2023

AwAkEning
Puzzles Crusade game and token official launch in full speed for our early
adopters, while building the foundation for a strong ecosystem. $Puzzle will be our
governance token and in-game currency. You will gain voting power by holding the
$Puzzle token.
We have selected CertiK, a leader in blockchain security, to audit the $Puzzle smart
contract to ensure security, transparency and safety for our community.
We will release our application on both iOS and Android in order to provide early
adopters with a mobile experience in Beta mode. Heroes NFTs will be airdrop to all
our Genesis holders, immediately usable in-game and tradable on our marketplace.
Puzzle Token Official Launch
Certik audit
App 1.0 Launch on IOS and Android
Weekly Hero Drops

Q2
2022

Q3
2022

Q4
2022

Q1

2023

Q2-Q4
2023

ExpAnsion
We will onboard the absolute majority of crypto gaming enthusiasts becoming a
mainstream mobile game by users and volume on blockchain. Our goal is to reach
100k active daily users by the end of the year and to build Version 2.0 of the app
based on their feedback and user experience.
Our objective at this stage will be to create a habit for our users to play the game
daily for the earnings, but first and foremost - for fun. We will stand out from the
crowd of promising gaming projects by listing $Puzzle on top-tier exchanges in the
first year of our existence providing access to $Puzzle token for millions of crypto
investors.
PvP Battle Mode
Legendary Heroes Sale
Puzzle Token Listings on Top 5 CEXs
100K Daily Active Users

Q2
2022

Q3
2022

Q4
2022

Q1
2023

Q2-Q4
2023

MEtAvERse

Q2

We aim for mass adoption. A user-friendly medium will be created to attract
a large number of players (including non-crypto folks) to the Blockchain
Gaming without any friction caused by the traditional crypto learning curve.

Q3

2022

2022

A new version of the app with significant changes and additional features
will be released. It’s simple math, really. 2.0 is twice 1.0.

Q4

Building metaverse and enhancing decentralized governance, amongst
many more goals in the pipeline such as, but not limited to, cross-chain
integration, bridging assets to and from other games, e-sport tournaments,
off-line events, and charity campaigns.

2022

Q1

2023

Auction of Land and large assets
iOS and Android App Version 2.0
1M Daily Active Users
Building the DAO

Q2-Q4
2023

GAmEPlAy

ThE PuzzlEs CRusAde universe is inspired by the RomAniAn patrimony,
folklore and heritage. It is a fantasy world that transcends many
historical epochs And melanges historicAl chArActers thAt reAlly existed,
mythologicAl heroes And Artistic chArActers.
Being a developing metaverse, the world of Puzzles CrusAde is not limited
And mAy Also include chArActers, monsters and magical places from
AdJAcent regions to the RomAniAn ancEstRAl space.

ThE CitADEl
The Citadel is your home base
containing all of your buildings.
Most buildings either increase
your resource storage or produce
something, but there are several
particularly unique buildings.
There is a limited quantity of
buildings available to construct,
depending upon the level of
the Citadel. As such, it is never
possible to build the wrong
building as they will all be built
and used in the end.

The Castle
The Castle is the most important
building in your Citadel, its level
determines how many slots you
have available to build upon. As
you upgrade the Castle you will
gain more slots, and thus more
buildings. The Castle level also
determines the maximum level
to which you can upgrade other
buildings.

Along the castle there are 6 types of production buildings:
Mine: Produces iron;
Farm: Produces food;
Forge: Produces consumables
(such as mana and health potions);
Training Camp: Produces heroes;
Barracks: Advanced building that
allows you to Level Up your Troops;
Hero Academy: Advanced building that allows
quicker and cheaper training of heroes and troops.

YOUR MAIN GOAL IS TO CREATE THE BEST
POSSIBLE TEAM OF FIVE HEROES TO BATTLE
THE ENEMY AND ADVANCE LEVEL BY LEVEL

BlockchAin
IntEgRAtion
The world of Puzzle Crusade is a unique land
of beauty and challenge. Travel the vast and
varied landscape and fight a lot of enemies
and mythical creatures, heroes that fight for
freedom, justice and peace. Defeat them,
advance and expand your own world of wonders.
On the journey through different realms
in the game, players will discover a lot of
artifacts, unique and very rare items and
most importantly a lot of heroes. In order to
encapsulate them in their personal collection,
players will execute a minting process. These
minted NFTs will be assigned to each player
through a smart contract. Once possessing the
NFTs, players will have the possibility to use
them in-game, and trade, or sell them on the
marketplace.
Using the Solana Blockchain, makes the process
much easier, by eliminating away distractions
and allowing players to simply explore and enjoy
the magical world. All transactions happen fast,
so players can stay focused on what they came
here to do: Explore, Fight, Develop, Collect and
Earn.

Mechanics
As a player you advance on the map in PvE mode, advancing stage
by stage, trying to save a fantasy world from total oblivion, or you can
challenge your friends in PvP mode, earning rewards with your skills.
Your team is positioned below the grid, the enemies are above it. Both
your and your opponent's heroes have one out of five elemental types
(colors) which are effective to one another in a rock/paper/scissorslike manner. You fight by matching 3+ stones of an element (color).
Matched stones turn into troops of the same color which then move
straight upwards to attack the enemies above. This is why the position
of specifically colored stones in the grid is important when considering
which match to make.
Making a match, also, fills your corresponding hero mana bar. When full,
you get to use the character’s special skill. Skills can be anything ranging
from offensive to supportive. When all enemies are beaten, the battle is
won. You lose when your entire team is killed.
Energy is required in order to engage your heroes in any activity in Puzzles
Crusade. At the beginning, there will be three kinds of energy (World, Titan
and Raid Energy), each one with its own unique rate of regeneration and
maximum. Some types of energy have a flask associated with it and
when imbibed restores that particular type of energy to full. Achieving a
new level as a player will restore World, Titan and Raid energy to full.

To conclude, you get one of the most popular mobile game
mechanics, but this time built on blockchain, which means you get
the ownership of your in-game assets. All heroes, weapons, skins,
and buildings will be NFTs and 100% owned by players.

In-gAmE
Economy
Puzzle Crusade is built on a dual currency + NFT asset model. This
allows us to work within the Apple & Android app stores, which
currently prohibit crypto tokens to be integrated into apps.
Puzzle Crusade’s in-game economy has been designed with scale and
longevity in mind. A dual currency model is combined with an extensive
set of customizable tradable game assets as well as multiple active
and passive earning mechanisms that can be leveraged by the players.
In-Game Currency $PCOIN (subject to change):
In-game points system which is used for action, reward and purchase
within the mobile application.
Crypto Token $PUZZLE (subject to change): The Governance and utility
token in the Puzzles Crusade ecosystem.
NFT Game Assets:
Characters, Lands, Castles, Resources, Mines, Farms, Forgeries, Training
Camps, Barracks, Troops etc.
A detailed description of our tokenomics will be presented in our
whitepaper. Currently, a team of game theory scholars and blockchain
experts is working on it. We want to make sure that the model will be
sustainable and Puzzles Crusade will not end up like the first generation
of play-to-earn games where players that join late are exit liquidity for
early adopters.

MEET THE
TEAM

Big Dwarf

The Bear

Big DWARF

The Wolf

Anatol URSU

ZugzwangLabs CTO

ZugzwangLabs CEO

The Bull

Petru PLĂMĂDEALĂ

Vitalie PRISĂCARU

ZugzwangLabs COO

ZugzwangLabs CMO

Our lead game developer, with a
made-up identity created recently
just to troll the company that fired
him for showing initiative. This nerd is
the guy working day and night so you
can Match to Victory, and earnjoy the
Puzzles Crusade.

Although by name he is believed to
be more of an expert in honey and
barrels, it is rumored that he would
be good at creating strategies and
profitable projects in the long run.
Probably just a rumor, but we like to
believe it.

His latest monitoring shows that he
is better at spending money than
collecting it. Sometimes through
pubs, others in projects that are
ready to explode, but in both cases
he does it with the team and
investors. Let's give him a chance.

The man in charge of our marketing
across all channels. If you see
uncensored posts on our socials he's the one to blame. If he's offline
for more than 15 minutes, you
should be worried, something bad
happened, call 911.

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

10+ years games experience, on the
developer side as well as tech & tools.
7 game titles including Empires and
Puzzles, Mythwars, etc.
Actively investing in blockchain games
since 2019.

•
•

Graphic Design Consultant
at The World Bank
Head Designer at
Carbon Market Exchange
Freelancer Game Designer

•
•

Co-Founder & Managing Director
at Tesla Master
Sales Representative at
Wolters Kluwer Romania
Advisor at Romanian Parliament

•

Community Manager at Satoshi Club
Head of Social Media Department
at Soccer Shop
VP Public Relations at Tinerii Moldovei

Irina

Code Purple

She is one of our illustrators that
has a public identity and already
launched her own successful
collection on Opensea. If you
see cats within our artwork, it’s
probably her fault.

He eats, drinks and sleeps game
development. This one time we
left him Friday night in the office
to fix a bug and discovered
him back Monday morning
exhausted, hungry and thirsty.

NFT Artist

Oleg

Lead Illustrator
He had hundreds of jobs until
now, but his childhood dream
was to create the heroes for
his own mobile Match 3 + RPG
game. Not a dream anymore…

Game Developer

Code Red

Code Yellow

Game Developer
She is like a mother to our
office. We would've all freak
out or panic at some point if
she wasn't there to help us out
overcome obstacles.

Maf

Blockchain Developer

Community Manager

Blockchain GOD. We actually
think he descend from the
game itself, otherwise we can't
explain his skills.

She just loves people, so
banning players for spamming
discord servers is the most
painful thing in the world for her
so, please don’t make her do it.

Code Green

Game Developer
The guy who always plays a new
game 24/7. We're still not entirely
sure if he can actually code, but
he's the one to always bring the
best ideas, so we kind of tolerate
his presence in the team.

Ruka

Inspirational Leader
If not for Ruka, nothing of this
would have been possible.

MATCH
TO VICTORY

contact@puzzlescrusade.space
www.puzzlescrusade.space
@PuzzlesCrusade
@puzzlescrusade

ZugzwangLabs
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@puzzlescrusade

